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6 UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, v.
Case No. 1:21-cr-315-RCL JAMES LESLIE LITTLE, Defendant. MEMORANDUM OPINION Defendant James
Leslie Little pleaded guilty in this matter for his participation in the unsuccessful insurrection at the United States
Capitol on January 6, 2021. In its sentencing memorandum, the government requested that the Court impose a
"split sentence"-thirty days of imprisonment followed by thirty-six months of probation. Gov't Sentencing Mem.
("Gov't Mem.") 17, ECF No. 31. The Court ordered Little to respond to the issue of whether the Court has
authority to impose a split sentence. Order, ECF No. 34. Little responded, Def.'s Mem., ECF No. 37, and the
government replied, ECF No. 39. Upon consideration of the parties' filings, applicable law, and the arguments set
forth at the sentencing hearing, the Court sentenced Little to sixty days' imprisonment and thirty-six months'
probation. This memorandum opinion elaborates on the Court's reasoning as to why a split sentence is
permissible under law and warranted by the circumstances of this case. I. BACKGROUND January 6, 2021,
marked a tragic day in American history. The peaceful transfer of power-one of our most important and sacred
democratic processes-came under a full-fledged assault. While the immediate threat may have subsided, the
damage from January 6 persists. Rioters interrupted the certification of the 2020 Electoral College vote count,
injured more than one hundred law enforcement officers, and caused more than a million dollars of property
damage 1 6 to the U.S. Capitol. Some of the rioters-now defendants in criminal cases-directly contributed to this
violence by assaulting members of law enforcement or by planning, preparing, and facilitating this violence.
Others, like Little here, did not directly assault officers. But even Little and those who engaged in this "lesser"
criminal conduct were an essential component to the harm. Law-enforcement officers were overwhelmed by the
sheer swath of criminality. And those who engaged in violence that day were able to do so because they found
safety in numbers. For certain types of offenses, the Court may sentence a defendant to a term of imprisonment
followed by a term of supervised release, which serves as "a form of postconfinement monitoring overseen by
the sentencing court." Johnson v. United States, 529 U.S. 694, 697 (2000). Offenders on supervised release
must abide by certain conditions specified by statute or imposed by the court. Id. This monitoring is designed to
prevent the offender's recidivism. See United States v. Cary, 775 F.3d 919, 923 (7th Cir. 2015). Petty offenders,
however, are not eligible for supervised release. See 18 U.S.C. § 3583(b)(3). Little pleaded guilty to Parading,
Demonstrating, or Picketing in a Capitol Building, in violation of 40 U.S.C. § 5104(e)(2)(G). Plea Agr. 1, ECF No.
25. The statutory maximum term of imprisonment for this offense is six months. 40 U.S.C. § 5109(b). Under the
U.S. Code, Little's offense is a petty offense. See 18 U.S.C. § 3559(a)(7) (offense with a six-month maximum
term of imprisonment is classified as Class B misdemeanor); 18 U.S.C. § 19 (Class B misdemeanors are ''petty
offense[s]"). So supervised release is not available in Little's case. There is no question that the Court has the
authority to sentence Little to a term of imprisonment or probation. See, e.g., 40 U.S.C. § 5109(b); 18 U.S.C. §
3561(c). And for defendants who are sentenced to probation, it is also well-established that the Court may
impose "intervals" of imprisonment-like "nights" or ''weekends"-as a condition of probation. 2 6 18 U.S.C. §
3563(b)(10). But the government did not make this request in Little's case, given the COVID-19 safety concerns
inherent in repeatedly entering and leaving detention facilities. Gov't. Mem. 24. The Court agrees that imposing
such a sentence would be unwise. Instead, the government requested a "split sentence"-a term of imprisonment
followed by a term of probation. Id. at 1, 17 (quoting Foster v. Wainwright, 820 F. Supp. 2d 36, 37 n.2 (D.D.C.
2011)). January 6 defendants like Little present a unique challenge for the Court at sentencing. On one hand, the
Court believes that some term of imprisonment is essential to ''reflect the seriousness of the offense, to promote
respect for the law, and to provide just punishment for the offense." 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a)(2)(A). The nature and
circumstances of Little's offense are serious. Little unlawfully entered the Capitol despite conceding that he
witnessed law-enforcement officers deploy tear gas and fire rubber bullets to disperse rioters attempting to enter
the Capitol. He did not turn back after seeing protestors attempting to unlawfully enter the Capitol by scaling the
still- under-construction Inauguration scaffolding. Nor did he turn back when his mother had a medical
emergency. Little then entered the Senate Gallery-one of the Capitol's most sensitive areas. It cannot be
understated that participation of rioters like Little-while not necessarily violent or destructive-was essential in
empowering rioters to interrupt the Electoral College certification. His conduct calls for a period of imprisonment.
On the other hand, many of these cases-Little's included-demand lengthier involvement from the Court to "afford
adequate deterrence to criminal conduct" and "protect the public from further crimes of the defendant." 18 U.S.C.
§ 3553; see United States v. Wiedrich, No. 1:21-cr-581 (TFH), 1/27/2022 Tr. 23 (D.D.C.), ECF No. 33 ("I am
purposely making the probation to cover the next general election, in 2024, to ensure you do not fall victim to
following false Gods again."). The Court often finds it difficult to ascertain the sincerity of these particular
defendants' remorse; 3 6 Many defendants appear sincere at sentencing, boasting of their purportedly deep
shame, regret, and desire to change and be law-abiding citizens. But this Court is all too familiar with crocodile
tears. Indeed, one day after being sentenced to probation, another January 6 defendant made statements in an
interview that directly conflicted with the contrite statements that she made to the undersigned. Fortunately,
Little's sentencing does not present this dilemma. He is not remorseful for his conduct. Little boasted to others
during and after the attack that, "We took the Capitol," and "We are stopping treason! Stealing elections is
treason! We're not going to take it anymore!" And in his statements to the Federal Bureau of Investigation, Little
continued to deflect responsibility for the violence onto Antifa, Black Lives Matter, and even the law enforcement
officers overwhelmed by the rioters. He blamed Capitol Police officers for failing to prevent him from entering the
Capitol. The letter that this Court received with excerpts from Little's social media further suggests that Little may
not fully comprehend the wrongfulness of his actions. Little's criminal conviction is not the result of a "setup" or
"trap," ECF No. 40 at 3-he chose to engage in criminal conduct on January 6, despite the obvious indicators at
the Capitol that his conduct was wrongful. And contrary to his Facebook post and the statements he made to the
FBI, the riot was not "patriotic" or a legitimate ''protest," id. at 5-it was an insurrection aimed at halting the
functioning of our government. At his sentencing, Little did not retract any of his prior statements. He didn't
apologize or acknowledge in any way that what he had done was wrong. Instead, he chose to criticize the FBI
agents for not reading him his Miranda rights and requested that he be permitted to continue using firearms. Only
a split sentence would adequately serve the goals of sentencing described in 18 U.S.C. § 3553. Stated plainly,



the Court must not only punish Little for his conduct but also ensure that 4 6 he will not engage in similar conduct
again during the next election. Some term of imprisonment may serve sentencing's retributive goals. But only a
longer-term period of probation is adequate to ensure that Little will not become an active participant in another
riot. The Court now turns to explaining why a split sentence is legally permissible when the defendant is
sentenced to imprisonment for a petty offense. II. DISCUSSION Whether courts have the authority to impose a
"split sentence"-or a term of imprisonment followed by a term of probation-in petty offense cases is an open
question in this Circuit. In fact, there's a dearth of authority on the issue nationwide. The Fourth Circuit is
apparently the only Court of Appeals to address the issue and concluded that the practice is permitted. United
States v. Posley, 351 F. App'x 807, 809 (4th Cir. 2009) ("Unquestionably, the magistrate judge had the statutory
authority under§ 356l(a)(3) to sentence Posley to a term of six months of continuous imprisonment plus
probation."). 1 The only other decision to address this issue, to the Court's knowledge, is United States v.
Spencer. No. l:21-cr-147 (CKK), slip op. at 6 (D.D.C. Jan. 19, 2022), ECF No. 70. There, another member of this
Court reached the opposite conclusion, holding that the imposition of a split sentence for a petty offense is not
permitted by statute. Id. In the absence of binding authority, the Court must determine for itself whether this
practice is permitted. Upon consideration of the relevant statutory provisions, the Court concludes that split
sentences in petty offense cases are authorized by statute. The Court begins, as it must, with the text. "Statutory
construction must begin with the language employed by Congress and the assumption that the ordinary meaning
of that language 1 The government also cites two treatises that agree with the Fourth Circuit. But neither
contains any additional analysis beyond that in Posely and one relies explicitly on Posely for its conclusion. See
Cyclopedia of Federal Procedure,§ 50:203 (citing Posely); Charles Alan Wright & Arthur R. Miller, Federal
Practice and Procedure§ 547 n.13 (4th ed. 2021). 5 6 accurately expresses the legislative purpose." Gross v.
FBL Fin. Servs., Inc., 557 U.S. 167, 175 (2009) (internal quotation marks omitted)). A Court must first determine
whether the disputed statutory language "has a plain and unambiguous meaning." Robinson v. Shell Oil Co., 519
U.S. 337,340 (1997) (citing United States v. Ron Pair Enters., Inc., 489 U.S. 235,240 (1989)). "[I]fthe statutory
language is unambiguous and 'the statutory scheme is coherent and consistent,"' a court need look no further. Id.
at 340. Here, the statutory language, read in context, is dispositive. A. Overview Of Sentencing In The Federal
System And The General Rule in 18 u.s.c. § 3551 The Court begins with an overview of the relevant statutory
scheme. Chapter 227 of Title 18 of the U.S. Code governs sentencing in the federal system. See 18 U.S.C. §§
3551-3586. The chapter is split into four subchapters: subchapter A contains general provisions, id. §§ 3551-
3559; subchapter B governs probation, see id. §§ 3561-3566; subchapter C governs fines, see id. §§ 3571-3574;
and subchapter D governs imprisonment, see id. §§ 3581-3586. Two sections speak directly to the issue in this
case. First, 18 U.S.C. § 3551, found in subchapter A (general provisions), states that "[e]xcept as otherwise
specifically provided, a defendant who has been found guilty of an offense described in any Federal statute, ...
shall be sentenced in accordance with the provisions of this chapter so as to achieve the purposes set forth in ...
section 3553(a)(2)." See id. § 355l(a). It continues: An individual found guilty of an offense shall be sentenced, in
accordance with the provisions of section 3553, to- (1) a term of probation as authorized by subchapter B; (2) a
fine as authorized by subchapter C; or (3) a term of imprisonment as authorized by subchapter D. A sentence to




























